noisy user guide
welcome to noisy
Thank you very much for purchasing Noisy!
A hybrid between physical modeling and subtractive synthesis, Noisy uses
the principles of acoustic resonance to bring life to both electronic and
acoustic sounds. Noisy was designed to generate highly playable,
multidimensional sounds, whose textures and articulations can be easily
combined and manipulated.
Noisy was imagined and designed around the acoustic resonance
principle of a string’s vibration, which brings this unique organic
dimension, coming from the world of acoustic instruments. It features 6
powerful resonators distributed over 2 layers. Each resonator can
combine a subtractive synthesis dimension using resonant oscillators
with a physical modeling synthesis dimension using optimized comb
filters—always in a harmonious way.
You can manipulate any preset via four distinct dimensions of sound
design, all of which can be used on their own, or combined seamlessly
with each other. Go further by mixing the dimensions of two different
presets, thanks to the layering system that allows endless possibilities of
sonic creation.
Noisy also offers a complete toolset of effects ideal for enhancing your
sounds. The FX section allows you to go much deeper. Everything is
designed for real-time manipulation to easily create fluid articulations,
breaks, drops, or to dynamically modify reverbs and delays.
A dynamically colored graphical system enables you to understand each
section of the synth in a glimpse. From parameters to modulation
systems, everything is laid out simply, ready to be adjusted in a few clicks,
for a quick, powerful preset-making experience. Behind the scenes,
everything is optimized: no dead zones; sensitivity curves and ranges are
continuously scaled. Just focus on your creativity.
We hope all this will enable you to push the limits of your expressiveness.
The Expressive E team.

disclaimer
The content of this user guide is subject to change without notice and does
not constitute a commitment on the part of Expressive E. Furthermore,
Expressive E doesn’t take responsibility or liability for errors or inaccuracies
that may appear in this user guide. This guide and the software described
in this guide are subject to a license agreement and may be used and
copied only in terms of this license agreement. No part of this publication
may be copied, reproduced, edited or transmitted, or reproduced for any
purpose, without prior written permission by Expressive E.

© Expressive SAS, 2021 - All rights reserved.
104 Avenue de la Résistance
93100 Montreuil
FRANCE
www.expressivee.com
Manual Revision v1.2.5 - published May 4th, 2021
Written by Christopher Hans, Julien Cautru and Guillaume Bonneau.
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system requirements
Configuration

macOS 10.12 til 10.15
Windows 10
64bits hosts only

Requirements

Modern CPU (Ryzen 5, i5 or newer
recommended), 4GB RAM

Compatibility

VST/AU only, no standalone version

installation
On a Mac:
1. Download the ZIP file for macOS from the section ‘My Downloads &
Serials’ inside your Expressive E user account.
2. Extract the ZIP file and run the installer. If you are on macOS Catalina,
please right-click on the *.pkg and choose ‘Open’ instead of
double-clicking the installer.
3. Follow the onscreen instructions.
On a PC:
1. Download the ZIP file for Windows from the section ‘My Downloads &
Serials’ inside your Expressive E user account.
2. Extract the ZIP file and run the installer.
3. Follow the onscreen instructions.

license activation
Our software is protected by PACE iLok. A dongle is not necessary to
activate Noisy. We do however recommend creating a free iLok account
if you don’t have one already. An iLok account is always needed if you
wish to activate the license on more than one computer, including
when upgrading to a newer system in the future.

activating noisy with the inbuilt activation window
1. Launch your DAW. When your DAW recognizes your newly installed
plugin for the first time, it should show this activation window. Click on
‘Activate’.

If this window never shows up, please refer to the troubleshooting
section below.
2. Copy the activation code that is listed inside your Expressive E user
account and paste it in the activation code entry window to redeem
the license.

3. Just enter your email address or, if you want to redeem the license to
your iLok account (recommended), tick the box “Register with my
existing iLok account”. Click continue and enter your iLok account
credentials. If you don’t have an iLok account yet, click the link ‘Create
new account’.

or
4. Choose the location for your license activation. If you use an iLok
account, then you can activate on up to three locations at the same
time. This includes iLok dongle(s) if you wish.

or
5. The license is now activated on the location you had selected, and
you can start using Noisy.
To manage your license activations in the
future, we recommend using PACE iLok
License Manager.
This application also allows you to link a
license to your iLok account in retrospect,
should you only have redeemed the
license locally during step 3.

troubleshooting: activation window never showed up
Activating with iLok License Manager
If you were never shown the activation window in the first place, then your
license hasn’t been activated and Noisy won’t be recognized by your DAW.
To ensure the correct license activation, follow the steps below:
1. Download iLok License Manager from www.ilok.com and create a free
iLok account.
2. Launch iLok License Manager and log into your iLok account there.

3. Click on the ‘Redeem activation code’ button in the upper right
corner (marked green below).

4. It will thus show you the activation window that you didn’t have
access to until now. Enter your activation code.

After successful activation, launch your DAW again and see if Noisy is
recognized. If it still doesn’t appear, see below:

Force-scan Noisy if it was added to your DAW’s blacklist
It is possible that Noisy has been blacklisted by your DAW when attempting
to check its license without success. Noisy might then not show up in your
DAW until you reactivate/force-scan Noisy manually.
To learn how to reset the blacklist of your DAW, please refer to your DAW’s
manual. Find some examples below:
In Ableton Live, go to Preferences -> Plug-ins. Hold the ‘Alt’ key while clicking
on the ‘Scan’ button.
In Logic Pro, choose ‘Reset & Rescan Selection’ after selecting the entry in its
Plug-in Manager.
In Cubase, select the entry in the blacklist tab of Plugin Manager and
choose ‘Reactivate’ or click the refresh button with the circling arrows.
In Reason, go to Windows -> Manage plugins. Choose the entry and select
‘enable’. Relaunch Reason after this.
In Bitwig Studio, go to Settings -> Plug-ins -> ‘Show plug-in errors’. Choose
‘Rescan all’ in the window that pops up to give it another try.
In Studio One, go to Options -> Locations -> VST Plug-Ins and click on ‘Reset
Blocklist’. Make sure ‘Scan at startup’ is activated. Relaunch Studio One
after this.
In Reaper, go to Preferences -> Plug-ins -> VST and click on ‘Clear
cache/re-scan’.

troubleshooting: no redemptions are available
If you receive this error message,
then you are probably trying to
activate your license on a
second
or
third computer.
However, please be aware that
you do not need to enter your
activation
code
again.
Redemption of an activation
code is only possible and
necessary once.
Instead, please use the application “iLok License Manager” to log into the
iLok account that contains your license and activate from there. If you only
activated the license locally until now (see last chapter), here is how to link
your license with an iLok account after the fact:
On the machine on which you already activated the license on:
1. Create an iLok account on the following website:
https://www.ilok.com/#!registration
Skip if you already have an iLok account.
2. Download and install the application iLok License Manager. This
enables iLok to verify that you are the owner of the license.
https://www.ilok.com/#!license-manager
3. Launch iLok License Manager and log into your iLok account.

4. Find your local license activation and take ownership of it.
You will find your license when opening your local computer by
clicking on it on the left-hand side. Noisy will be displayed as
"unregistered" because you haven’t taken ownership of the license
yet. To do so, right-click the license and choose “Take ownership”.

Alternatively, you could just drag & drop the license to your account
on the left (blue person symbol).
5. Confirm your ownership claim.

Now that the license is linked to your iLok account, the license can be seen
from any computer that you install iLok License Manager on after logging
into your iLok account there. Now move to the computer that still lacks the
product activation.

On your new machine which still lacks the product activation:
1. Download and install the application iLok License Manager.
https://www.ilok.com/#!license-manager
2. Launch iLok License Manager and log into your iLok account.
3. Activate the license by selecting it and clicking the "activate" button.
Alternatively, you could just drag & drop the license to your local
computer.

4. iLok will ask you for the location you want to place the activation
during the procedure. Select your local computer to activate the
license on it. If you have an actual iLok USB dongle, you could also
store one of the three activations to a dongle.
If you move to a newer system, please always make sure to deactivate the
license from your old machine before selling or disposing the machine. This
way, you can reserve all three activations for computers that you actually
use.

setting up noisy for touché / lié
If you are a Touché owner, this section explains the necessary steps to
make Noisy work inside Touché’s companion app Lié. Please disregard if
using Noisy without Touché.

scan for the new plugin in lié
When you open Lié for the first time after the installation of Noisy, you will
have to perform a new plugin scan in order to detect your new plugin.
Please follow the steps below:
1. Launch Lié as a standalone application without a DAW opened in the
background.
2. Go to Menu and click on 'Plugin Manager'.
3. You will see a list of all the VST instrument plug-ins currently detected
by Lié.


Noisy should now appear as white entry in the list of plugins and is ready to
be used inside Lié.

using the noisy presets for lié
The Lié presets for Noisy were added during
Noisy’s installation.
Search for ‘Noisy’ in the search bar, or use the
instrument tag to show only Noisy presets.
Double-click on the preset and play.
The Expression modules from Layer 1 and 2 of
Noisy and the two FX Expression macros are
always mapped to the four axes on Touché.
Sometimes, a vibrato mapping or other details
are added in Slots 5 and 6. The reverb/delay
wet/dry is pre-assigned to the last mapping slots,
so you can control it directly with the slider in Lié
without the need to open Instrument View.



troubleshooting: noisy red-listed in lié
If Noisy appears in red colour, it probably has to do with a license activation
issue during the scan.
Ensuring the activation has worked fine
First, make sure that your license was activated correctly. Have a look at
the last chapter and confirm that everything is alright inside iLok License
Manager. When selecting your local computer on the left, you should find
your license with status ‘activated’ on the right:

Force-scanning inside Lié
Once you know that there is no problem with the license, open Lié’s Plugin
Manager from the menu.
Select the red-listed entry and choose Options -> 'Force-scan selected
plug-in from list'.
Noisy should then appear as a normal item in the list, and you will be able
to load the Lié presets made for it.
Please get in touch with our technical support if nothing helps:
https://expressivee.happyfox.com/new

general overview
gui overview

1. header
Load and Save main presets, set polyphony, pitch bend range and global
glide. View current DAW tempo and open the additional settings menu.

2. navigation bar
Select which page is shown in the module editor. Choose between two
independent sound layers and their common effects page. Load and
save layer presets, adjust tuning, volume and mute/solo the two sound
layers. Bypass the whole effect section. Additionally, you can set the
individual layers’ volumes and the main output volume.

3. module editor
The module editor gives access to all the modules of the highlighted layer
(layer 1, layer 2, or effects page).

layer system
main presets
Each main preset within Noisy is made of two
different sound layers incl. their gain and octave
settings, and an effects page common for both
layers. The two layers offer the exact same tools for
sound design but can have entirely distinct settings.

layer presets
Each sound from the Factory main presets contains two carefully designed
layers, which are directly available from the two layer preset browsers.
An easy way to create unique new sounds is to combine any two layer
presets from the layer preset browsers, adjust their octave ranges and
volumes, and save them as a new main preset.

main preset browser
To open the Main Preset Browser, click on the current preset name:

The Main Preset Browser gives access to the complete main preset library.
You will find the included Factory presets alongside your personal User
presets, once you created some.

1. categories
The Factory Preset Library is sorted in different categories based on the
preset type and playing style. You will find an additional User category
gathering your own custom creations.

2. presets
Shows all presets from the selected category. Presets within a category
are sorted alphabetically.

loading a preset

To load a preset:
1. click on the current preset’s name
2. select a category
3. select a preset by clicking on its name

saving a preset

To save the current preset:
1. click on the SAVE icon
! Performing save on a preset will automatically update the current
opened preset. Its former state will be erased and replaced by the
current state of the preset.

You cannot overwrite the Factory presets. If ‘save’ is performed on a
Factory preset, then it will automatically be stored in your User folder as
a new preset.

saving as a new preset

To save the current state as a new preset :
1. click on the arrow next to the save icon
2. click on the Save As label
3. type your preset name in the dialog box
! When saving a preset under an existing name, a dialog box will give you
the option to overwrite the previously saved preset.

managing user presets
All your saved presets will be automatically placed as individual files in the
user folder. The user preset folder can be managed manually with
macOS Finder or Windows Explorer by navigating to the following
directory:
macOS:
HD/Library/Audio/Presets/ExpressiveE/Noisy/Presets
Windows 10:
This PC/Documents/ExpressiveE/Noisy/Presets
You are in fact able to freely move all preset files in this folder, as well as to
create new folders there. It will be reflected in the dropdown menu of
the browser. Just make sure to keep the ‘MainPresets’ and ‘LayerPresets’
as parent folders.

layer preset browser
To open the Layer Preset Browser, click on one of the layer’s preset names
in the navigation bar:

The Layer Preset Browser behaves in the same way as the Main Preset
Browser explained in the paragraphs above, but on a layer basis.

header settings
pitch bend range

Sets the pitch bend range for the preset.

global glide

Activates or deactivates the glide/portamento for all Resonators at once.
The portamento time is set individually below each Resonator.

polyphony settings
Sets the maximum polyphony for the preset. The
‘legato’ setting equals monophonic. Up to 8 voices
of polyphony are possible.

burger menu
Open the burger menu by clicking on the three horizontal lines in the
upper right corner:

new preset
Creates a new preset, starting with initialized settings for all modules.

save
Saves the preset, compare main preset browser -> save a preset

save as
Saves the preset as a new preset, compare main preset browser -> save as
preset

midi learn

The MIDI mapping table enables you to use up to 8 MIDI CCs, pitch bend or
aftertouch messages from any external controller in order to control
elements inside the Noisy user interface. The MIDI mapping is kept globally
and isn’t changed when switching through presets.
To make use of Noisy’s clever pre-wired macro system, it is recommended
to map at least the Expression Module’s continuous control for layer 1 and
layer 2 to your hardware MIDI controller. You could map those to any MIDI
control element. Popular choices would be your mod wheel (CC1) or the
aftertouch if your keyboard supports it.
For convenient mapping, click on the LEARN button and move the
hardware element that you want to assign. You can adapt the range of
the parameter by changing the minimum and maximum values. You
could also invert the behavior by inputting a minimum value higher than
the maximum value (e.g. 127 to 0 instead of 0 to 127).

manual
Links to the manual.

preset folder
Opens the preset folder in Explorer or Finder. The folder structure inside the
subfolders ‘MainPresets’ and ‘LayerPresets’ will be reflected in Noisy’s
dropdown preset lists for the Main presets and Layer presets respectively.

windows size
Allows to resize the GUI of Noisy to match your screen.

multithread (beta)
Enabling multithreading distributes the processing of Noisy’s voices
across different cores of your CPU. On most modern CPUs, activating this
allocation significantly improves the efficiency when playing several notes
at the same time.
However, please leave this option deactivated should you encounter any
issues like crackling on your specific machine.
Note: This parameter is not saved globally, so it needs to be set separately
for every Noisy instance that you load.

layer’s modules page
noise
The noise module is at the core of Noisy’s synth
engine and the origin of its sound. If the noise gain is
set at its minimum value, no sound will be emitted
from the synthesizer.
Noise is a signal with high dynamics and no
perceivable pitch. A musical pitch can only be heard
when using this signal to excite the resonator section
of Noisy.

By selecting different noise types, you can already start to shape your
timbre. The frequency response of the resonators will vary widely,
depending on which noise type is selected.

1. gain
Controls the level of noise sent as an excitation signal to the resonators.
This parameter is the equivalent of the ‘sustain’ stage in a classic ADSR
envelope.

2. noise type selection
Select between four different types of noise, each with its own
characteristic frequency spectrum:
a. Velvet noise is a balanced noise signal with a grainy character.
b. Pink noise has the most power in the low-medium frequency range
and smoother higher frequencies.
c. White noise is a balanced and regular noise signal.
d. Blue noise has its power concentrated in the high frequencies and is
slim in the low end.

3. expression amount
To shape the amp envelope of your sound in a continuous real-time way,
most of the expressive synth presets will have the noise gain set to be
controlled by the Expression signal.
This Exp amount knob appears in several modules of Noisy. Refer to the
modulation panels section to learn more about how to work with it.

4. lfo range & exp mod
Refer to the modulation panels section to learn more about how to work
with LFO and expression modulation.

resonators
Located after the noise module, the three resonators will produce sounds
when excited by the noise signal. The resonators react to the pitch you
play. Each of the three resonators contains an oscillator matrix and a
comb filter.
Use the oscillator matrix for pure decaying sines or analog-style sounds.
Use the comb filter to create acoustic resonances. The comb filter’s cutoff
frequency always follows the pitch of the resonator.

1. oscillator matrix
Move the yellow dot to morph between different analog-style waveforms.
The Y-axis allows the sound to evolve from a pure sine to more complex
and harmonically rich waveforms.
Scanning through the X-axis will crossfade between triangle, square and
sawtooth waveforms and produce variations in harmonic content.

2. modulation panels
The oscillator matrix offers two modulation panels, allowing you to
modulate both X and Y positions of the yellow dot. Learn how to use them in
the section about modulation panels.

3. oscillator matrix resonance
The Matrix resonance does not refer to the resonance of a filter but instead
refers to the amount of time for the Matrix Oscillators volume to reach
silence after being excited by the noise signal.
This parameter is the equivalent of the ‘release’ stage in a classic ADSR
envelope.

4. crossfade
The slider allows you to blend between the signal from the Matrix oscillators
with the Comb filter signal.

5. comb filter resonance
This knob allows you to add acoustic resonances to your signal. Think of it
as if your sound would excite a physical object with its own
characteristic resonances, that continues to vibrate after being excited.
Turning the knob clockwise will add even harmonics, while turning it
counter-clockwise will add odd harmonics.
Similarly to the matrix resonance, the higher the value, the longer it takes
for the comb filter signal to decay.

glide

Set the time for the pitch transition of the resonator between two played
notes. This parameter is also known as ‘portamento’.

vibrato
The vibrato panel is a dedicated low-frequency sinus oscillator that is
pre-wired to the pitch of the three Resonators of the layer.

1. vibrato rate
Sets the frequency of the vibrato.

2. vibrato amount
Sets the intensity of the vibrato applied to the pitch.

3. layer sync
When activated, the vibrato of layer 2 will follow the vibrato settings defined
for layer 1. When deactivated, then the vibrato settings can be tweaked for
layer 1 and layer 2 individually.

harmonizer
The harmonizer module lets you shift the tuning of the second and third
resonators in relation to the first resonator.
Add octaves offsets and detune oscillators for fuller sounds, or stack sines
to simulate harmonic ratios, using an additive synthesis approach. You
can also program monophonic chords and play with independent pitch
glide settings per resonator.

4. octave
Transpose the pitch of the resonator by octaves, ranging from -6 to +6
octaves.

5. interval / semitone
Transpose the pitch of the resonator by intervals in semitones, from 0 to 11
semitones.

6. fine tune
Detune the pitch of the resonator by cents up to a maximum of +- 1
semitone.

mixer
The mixer module allows you to adjust the volume and the panning of the
three different resonators, as well as to mix them with the dry noise
excitation signal.

1. noise crossfade
Mix between the raw noise source signal and the three resonators’ output
volume.

2. resonator’s volume
Adjust the output volume of each resonator.

3. resonator’s panning
Adjust the resonator’s position in the stereo field. The panning position will
also be kept while traversing through the filter.

lowpass filter
The lowpass filter module follows directly after the resonator section in the
signal path. To offer you a familiar tool for sound design, the filter was
carefully modelled after a famous hardware analog synthesizer from
the 80ies, known for its rich, brassy sound.
Noisy’s lowpass filter module is a simplified interface that indeed controls
three different lowpass filters at once, one for each resonator’s output.

1. on/off switch
Turn the filter section on, or just bypass it.

2. keytracked cutoff
The keytracked cutoff knob gives you simultaneous control of the 3
different lowpass filters. Each filter has its minimum cutoff value set to
the reference pitch note determined by its harmonizer section, a
procedure known as ‘keytracking’. The maximum cutoff value is set to
20kHz for each filter.
Turning the key tracked cutoff knob will shift the cutoff frequency of all 3
filters in parallel.

3. filter q
The resonance knob adds a peak volume around the cutoff frequencies of
the filters.

4. modulation panel
This modulation panel will affect the keytracked cutoff frequency of the
filter. To learn how to use it, please refer to the section about modulation
panels.

layer output
Located at the output of the three keytracked filters,
the Layer Output module offers a clean and smooth
distortion that can go from subtle thickness up to a
powerful growl. Use it to enhance the harmonics of
your sounds.

1. soft clipper
Adjust the amount of distortion induced on your layer. When set to 0, no
distortion will be applied to the incoming signal. While increasing the
soft clipper parameter, volume, distortion and compression will appear.

2. gain
The Gain knob sets the output level of the layer. You can use it to
compensate for the volume increase induced by the soft clipper,
preventing internal audio distortion.

modulation panels

Noisy’s modulation panels grant an easy and efficient way to make your
sounds more expressive and lively. They appear at several places inside
the interface and let you use the two main modulation source signals
(Expression and LFO) to manipulate the respective target parameter
they are associated with.

1. expr amount
Sets the modulation depth applied by the Expression signal to the target
parameter.
Turning the knob clockwise will add more and more Expression signal on
top of the respective parameter value. Turning the knob
counter-clockwise means that the Expression signal will diminish the
parameter value.
To learn how the Expression source signal can be configured, refer to the
section ‘Expression’.

2. rise & fall
Rise and Fall work as dynamic envelopes that allow you to smoothen out
the incoming Expression signal impulses. The Rise parameter adds inertia
to the Expression signal whenever it is rising, while the Fall parameter
delays the dropping movement.
Increasing the Rise parameter is useful for smoothing out short attack
impulses or creating rising effects. Increasing the Fall parameter can be
used to add realistic decays that sound like acoustics resonances.

rise
The Rise parameter is similar to the Attack stage of an AR Envelope, but it
is only active while the Expression signal is increasing. If Rise is at 0, it
means that the rising Expression signal won’t be altered and every
nuance of it is kept. When increasing the Rise value, the Expression
impulse will take longer to reach its maximum amplitude, which means
that the parameter increases more smoothly.

fall
The Fall parameter is similar to the decay stage of a classic AR Envelope,
but it is only active while the Expression signal is decreasing. If Fall is at 0, it
means that the falling Expression signal won’t be altered. When increasing
the Fall value, the Expression impulse will take more time to drop down.

3. lfo range
Sets the amplitude of the LFO that is added to or subtracted from the
current value of the respective target parameter.
LFO Range is unipolar, so it can either be positive or negative. Turning the
knob clockwise means that the LFO signal will be added to the current
parameter value. Turning it counter-clockwise means it will be
subtracted from it.
To learn how the LFO source signal can be configured, refer to the section
‘LFO’.

4. lfo expr mod
Use this parameter to mingle the two main modulations signals together. It
lets you use the Expression signal to modulate the LFO range in the
same way as when modulating any other synth parameter.

expression
The Expression module is one of the two main modulation source signals in
Noisy. It is a global control that allows you to efficiently morph the
timbre and shape the dynamics of your sound by defining its envelope
and tweaking the expressive control knob in real time.
The signal from the expression module influences every parameter within
the layer that has Expression amount applied in their respective
modulation panel.

1. expressive control
The Expressive Control knob can modulate various parameters at different
stages in the signal patch at once. Map a control element of your MIDI
controller, for example a fader or modwheel, to the Expressive Control
knob, and you can easily sculpt your sound with intuitive gestures.
Alternatively or additionally, you can also automate this parameter via
your DAW. Manually draw automation curves to add movement and
evolving character to your sound.

2. AD envelope
An AD envelope signal is triggered every time a MIDI note is played. This
envelope signal is added on top of the expressive control value,
meaning that the real time expressive control and the envelope are
cumulative.

1. envelope
Sets the maximum amplitude for the envelope. If set to 0, no envelope will
be triggered when a MIDI note is played.

2. velocity
Modulates the overall amplitude of the envelope depending on the
incoming MIDI note velocity.
If set to 0, the amplitude will remain at its maximum amplitude regardless
of the note’s velocity. Higher values mean that the velocity with which
you play has more impact on the sound.

3. attack
Sets the amount of time the envelope needs to reach its maximum
amplitude.

4. decay
Set the amount of time for the envelope to fall back to 0 after reaching its
maximum amplitude.

!

Please note that the envelope behaves in a legato mode, which means
that if you press a second key on your keyboard without releasing the
first one, the Envelope will not be triggered.

lfo
The LFO module is the second of the two main modulation source signals in
Noisy. Low frequency oscillators (LFOs) are commonly used as control
signals, inducing movement in a sound and making it sound less static.
The LFO signal influences every parameter within the layer that has LFO
amount applied in their respective modulation panel.

1. lfo rate
Set the frequency at which the layer’s LFO is cycling.

2. bpm sync
Switch the LFO Rate from milliseconds to BPM divisions. When activated, the
delay time will depend on the host tempo.

3. lfo waveform
Select between 5 different LFO Waveforms: Sine, Triangle, Sawtooth, Square
and Random.

effects page

Located at the output of the two independent sound layers, the effects
page contains two Expressive FX slots, as well as a Stereo Delay and a
Plate Reverb as master effects. Additionally, an Expression module with
two Expression controls serves as a convenient source for modulations.

fx expression controls
These two knobs are used as modulation
signals dedicated to parameters on the
effects page. Similarly to the main
expression module within the synth
layers, you can map these two controls to
a MIDI controller or automate them via
your DAW.

expressive fx I & II
Offers instant access to a panel of different pre-programmed effects
designed to enhance expressive performances.

Two independent FX units which both contain an array of efficient and easy
to use effects, customizable by 2 macro parameters. The Expressive FX I
output is routed to the Expressive FX II module’s input.

tremolo
Modulation of the amplitude of the signal applied by a triangle LFO.
amount : The depth of the modulation, with no amount
corresponding to no modulation at all and full amount
corresponding to an amplitude variation between 0% and 100%.
rate : Frequency of the LFO (ranging from 0.1Hz to 10Hz)

resonant lowpass
A low pass filter that only allows low frequencies to pass by attenuating
high frequencies.
frequency: The cutoff frequency at which attenuation of the higher
frequencies begins.
q: Resonance of the filter that allows to accentuate the frequencies
at the cutoff point.

resonant high pass
A high pass filter that only allows high frequencies to pass by attenuating
low frequencies.
frequency : The cutoff frequency at which attenuation of the lower
frequencies begins.
q: Resonance of the filter that allows to accentuate the frequencies
at the cutoff point.

autopan
Panning effect where a sinusoidal LFO modulates the left and right channel
volume to add movement to your sounds.
amount: The depth of the modulation, with no amount
corresponding to no modulation and panning, and full amount
corresponding to opposite amplitude variation between 0% and 100%
between left and right channels.
rate: Frequency of the left/right modulation, ranging from 0 Hz to
10Hz.

distortion
Non-linear cubic distortion that alters the frequency spectrum by adding
harmonics to the signal, producing an effect similar to amplifier
distortion.
amount : Crossfade between the input signal and the distorted
signal.
drive : Controls the intensity of the distortion, ranging from subtle
saturation to heavy “fuzz”-like distortion.

noisifier
Adds noise grains that respond to the amplitude of the incoming signal.

amount: Crossfade between the input signal and the noise grains
signal.
tone: Controls the grains density while shifting the frequency band of
the noise. Shifting the parameter from left to right will shift the noise
frequency band from low to high while decreasing noise grains
density.

ring modulation
Metallic effect that adds harmonics by modulating the original signal with
an extra oscillator.
amount: Crossfade between the incoming signal and processed
signal.
frequency: Adjust the frequency of the oscillator.

phaser filter
Phaser effect with no internal modulations that acts as a regular filter. Add
peaks and notches to the signal.
amount: Control the intensity of the peaks and notches of the filter as
well as their spacing.
frequency: Adjust the cutoff frequency of the filter.

phaser negative
Phasing effect with inverted polarity that is controlled and modulated by
an internal LFO. Add notches sweeps to the incoming frequency signal.
intensity: Increases the overall strength of the effect, by increasing
depth, notches width, frequency band and feedback gain of the
phaser internally.
frequency: Controls the frequency rate of the internal LFO which
modulates the notches sweeps of the phaser.

phaser positive
Phasing effect that is controlled and modulated by an internal LFO. Add
notches sweeps to the incoming frequency signal.
intensity: Increase the overall strength of the effect, by increasing
depth, notches width, frequency band and feedback gain of the
phaser internally.
frequency: Controls the frequency rate of the internal LFO
modulating the notches sweeps of the phaser.

chorus
Ensemble effect that add thickness and stereo movement to your sounds.
The chorus is controlled and modulated by an internal LFO.
intensity : Increase chorus depth and time.
frequency : Controls the frequency rate of the internal LFO
responsible for the chorus movements.

stereo delay
Versatile effects that offer individual time controls over right and left
channel.

A stereo delay with two independent delay lines per channel and inner LFO
controlling the delay times of both lines. The delays’ lines then go to a
stereo lowpass-highpass filters chain.

delays
Time: Set the global time for the two delay lines, in milliseconds or bpm
divisions.
BPM Sync: Switch the delay time from milliseconds to BPM divisions. When
activated, the delay time will be dependent on the host tempo.
Feedback: Amount of feedback applied to the delay line. Increasing the
amount will increase the number of repetitions of the incoming signal, until
it gradually fades out.

time mod
LFO Gain: Apply LFO that modulates the time of the delay lines over time.
When set to 0, no modulations will be applied.
LFO Rate: Set the frequency at which the LFO is cycling.
Time L/R: Attenuator and stereo effect for the independent delay lines.
When set to 0, the time of each delay line will be equal according to the
value set by the Time parameter. Increasing the knob will produce a stereo
effect and gradually reduce the right channel delay time until it reaches 0,
leaving the left channel delay time unchanged. Decreasing the knob will
produce a similar stereo effect by gradually reducing the left channel
delay time until it reaches 0, leaving the right channel delay line
unchanged.

mixer
Dry/Wet: Blend between the incoming dry signal and the delay effect
signal.
Highpass: Apply high pass filtering to the delayed signal in both left and
right channels by setting the cutoff frequency.

Lowpass: Apply low pass filtering to the delayed signal in both left and right
channels.

plate reverb
Add dimension to your sounds with this customizable plate reverb model.

overview
Fully flexible plate style reverb. All parameters can be automated for real
time smooth manipulation.

mixer
Size : Shift the size of the modelled plate surface.
diffusion : Controls density and spreading of the reverb reflections.

decay
Time : Duration of the persistence of the reverb signal
Damping : Attenuates high frequencies from the reverb reflections.

plate
Dry/Wet : Crossfade between the input signal and reverb signal.
Stereo Spread : Controls the stereo width of the reverb signal, from strictly
mono when set to the left to a full wide stereo when set to the right.

fx modulation panels
Similar to the layer’s modulation panels, the FX
modulation panels allow you to apply a modulation
signal to the respective parameter they are associated
with. You can use one of the two dedicated FX
expression controls as a modulation source.

1. mod amount
Set the amount of the FX expression signal applied from the current value
of the parameter. Amount can be positive (will be applied clockwise
from the current parameter value) or negative (anti-clockwise from the
current value).

2. rise & fall
Rise and Fall work as dynamic envelopes that allow you to smoothen out
the incoming FX expression macro signal. The Rise parameter adds
inertia to the FX expression macro whenever it is rising, while the Fall
parameter delays the dropping movement.
The Rise parameter is similar to the Attack stage of an AR Envelope, but it is
only active while the FX expression signal is increasing. If Rise is at 0, it
means that the rising FX expression signal won’t be altered and every
nuance of it is kept. When increasing the Rise value, the FX expression
impulse will take longer to reach its maximum amplitude.
The Fall parameter is similar to the decay stage of a classic AR Envelope,
but it is only active while the FX expression signal is decreasing. If Fall is
at 0, it means that the falling FX expression signal won’t be altered.
When increasing the Fall value, the FX expression impulse will take more
time to fall back to smaller values.

3. expr1/expr2 switch
Switch between the two available FX expression signal sources to define
which one modulates the associated parameter.

workflow tutorial
To get familiar with Noisy’s layout, we will start off with a subtractive
synthesis approach as known from a lot of (virtual) analog synths and
expand from there.

1.

open an init preset
Open the main menu and choose “new preset”. Click on the layer 1
page in the Navigation Bar to display its modules.

2.

find the noise gain module
The Noise Gain module is the origin of all sound
coming from Noisy. When you hit a key, you will hear a
short sound and see a small dot jumping around the
Noise Gain knob, indicating that the source signal is
triggered.

3.

dial in attack and decay in the expression module
In order to manipulate its volume over time when a note
is played, you would use an amp envelope. You can get
this from the purple Expression module on the top left.
Within the Expression module, set the Attack, the Decay,
the Envelope amplitude and how this amplitude
depends on the note velocity to your liking.

4.

dial in sustain with the noise gain knob
The position of the Noise Gain knob indicates the volume level
that the envelope starts with and to which it falls back when
the envelope has run through all its stages. In other words, it
behaves like the sustain section of a classic ADSR envelope.
Set the Noise Gain to 0 for key or plucked sounds, or to higher values
for sustained, pad-like sounds.

5.

how expression affects noise gain via its modulation tab
If you follow the purple color coding of the Expression module and
have a look at the Noise Gain module afterwards, you will see a
purple border around the knob. It indicates the range of parameter
manipulation applied by the Expression module.
You can increase, decrease or even invert this
range by tweaking the Expression amount knob
inside the Modulation panel of the Noise Gain
module. If you dial back the Expression amount to
zero, it would mean that the parameters you had set inside the
Expression module during step 3 cease to have an effect on the Noise
gain.

6.

the resonator: morphing through different waveforms
Now, let’s have a look at the bottom half of Noisy’s interface. Noise
essentially is pure sound chaos by its nature. It contains highly
dynamic sound energy at all frequencies of the spectrum. It is the
Resonator that generates actual musical signals with a perceivable
pitch from this.
To achieve this, it uses very narrow bandpass filters to strongly
amplify a selection of frequencies within all the sound chaos.
Stacking those amplified frequencies in certain ratios upon each
other leads to a musical signal, and can be used to recreate all the
waveforms that you already know from more traditional synths, all
while maintaining a certain organic and evolving character.
Luckily, you don’t have to worry about all the
technical details. Just move the dot in the matrix
to crossfade between different waveforms. As the
grey lines in the background suggest, having the
dot at the top leads to a signal with few
overtones, whereas having it closer to the bottom
allows you to morph through different waveforms
with richer harmonic content.

7.

dial in release time with the oscillator resonance
If you want your sound to decay slower after letting go
of a note, you can do this by increasing the oscillator
resonance. Doing so will make the Resonator resonate
longer. This is comparable to increasing the release on a
classic ADSR envelope.

8.

mix in resonator 2 and 3
You can now start stacking more waveforms. Use
the other two resonator matrices to expand your
sound. This is the equivalent of adding oscillators
in a classic subtractive synth workflow. To hear the
signal of Resonator 2 and 3, you will need to raise
their volume in the Mixer module. Once again,
follow the color coding to easily identify the yellow,
red and blue levels of the resonators.

9.

detune resonators 2 and 3 or add an interval offset
Below the second and third Resonator you will find a Harmonizer
panel. These panels will allow you to add octave offsets or slightly
detune the Resonator’s sound in relation to the first Resonator,
resulting in a fuller sound.

10.

the matrix’ modulation panels
Now, let’s bring some movement into our
sound. Within the Resonator modules, you
will find Modulation panels similar to what
we have seen in the Noise Gain module.
Such Modulation panels provide the
envelope from the Expression module
and an LFO signal as modulation sources
for the parameters they are paired with.
In the case of the matrix, there is one for
the x-axis and one for the y axis, allowing
you to automate crossfades between waveforms.

11.

automate waveform morphing with the lfo
This time, we will use the LFO signal to induce a
movement of the dot inside the matrix, leading to
automated morphing of the resonator’s waveform.
When tweaking the LFO range, a blue border around
the knob gives you the hint to look out for the blue
module when you want to adjust the LFO signal itself.
The blue LFO module is located right next to the
Expression module. You can change its waveform and
frequency and also sync it to your host tempo. You
can use the LFO to modulate any module that features
an LFO range knob.

12.

use the dedicated vibrato lfo
Often, you would have the LFO control the pitch to induce vibrato. To
have this common scenario separated from the main LFO module,
we have integrated a dedicated LFO. You will
find it below the first Resonator. The vibrato
LFO’s waveform is a sine and you can adjust
its rate and intensity.

13.

add the lowpass filter to your signal chain
You can’t talk about subtractive synthesis
workflows without talking about filters. In the
case of Noisy, we provide a key tracked low
pass filter. Use the Lowpass module situated
behind the three resonators’ outputs to shape
and filter out frequencies. The Filter module is
activated or deactivated with a little switch on
its bottom left corner.

14.

modulate the filter cutoff with the expression envelope
Of course, the Filter module has a Modulation
panel as well. We will use the Expression
envelope as a modulation signal that opens the
filter. This allows adding a nice shape to the
sound.

With this set up, it also becomes obvious how you could use
the Velocity knob inside the Expression module to make your
sound become brighter when playing with a higher note
velocity. If you set velocity to the max, the more intense you push
down the keys, the higher the amplitude of the expression signal, and
the higher the effect it has on the filter cutoff.

15.

thicken the sound with the soft clipper
If you wish, you could add some mild distortion and
warmth with the Soft Clipper in the Layer Output
module. Use the layer volume to balance out the
increased level in this case.

16.

map the expressive control
It’s now time to finally dig into what makes Noisy special on
the “expressive” side of things. Until now, we used the
Expression module as a mere envelope. This envelope was
only dynamic or expressive in the sense that you could use
the key velocity to change its intensity. The main idea
behind the expressive control knob and all the modulation
panels referring to it, is however that you could use this
knob in real-time to modulate several parameters at the
same time. You’ll hear the changes to your timbre when
turning the knob with your cursor.
It’s even more satisfying when you map the knob to some hardware
control. For this, go to the burger menu in the upper right corner and
open the MIDI mapping table. The expression control of layer 1 should
already be listed in the first line. Choose your mod wheel (CC#1) or
aftertouch (if your keyboard supports it) as a control source. Play
some notes and move your
modwheel and you will notice
how naturally the sound
unfolds and comes to life.

17.

save your custom layer preset
We have now created a basic sound within
one of the two layers of Noisy. We followed a
subtractive synth workflow and made sure

we have some additional control over it via the Expression module.
Let’s save this layer preset by clicking on Save As within the layer’s
navigation bar and enter a name. This way, you could combine the
newly created layer preset with any other layer preset.

18.

move on to layer 2
We will now move on to the layer 2 page. Click on the 2 in the
navigation bar and you will see that layer 2 offers the exact same
functionality as layer 1.
In order to only hear the second layer, we will mute the first layer by
clicking on the M button.

19.

make layer 2 audible
For the moment, you won’t hear anything, since the
envelope’s amplitude is still set to zero for the second layer.
Turn up the envelope knob and the noise gain will be
triggered.

20.

use the resonators comb filter
We have seen that the resonators of Noisy can be used to generate
all classic waveforms. Their specialty however is the integrated comb
filter. Excited by the noise signal it produces a sound that is
resonating in a bodily sense, as if you would strike a corded
instrument. It’s a technology that is used for physical modelling as
well.
To hear what I refer to, move the slider of the resonator all
the way to the bottom. This slider allows crossfading
between the matrix resonance oscillator and the comb filter
output. For the moment, all you hear is noise when having
the slider at 100% comb. In order to let this noise excite the
comb filters, you need to turn the Comb resonance either
clockwise or anti-clockwise. Turning towards the + symbol
will result in even harmonics added, whereas turning it
towards the - symbol will add odd harmonics. With little amounts, the
signal remains rather noisy. When using bigger amounts of Comb
resonance the signal will have a clearer perceivable pitch and will
also resonate longer. It adds to the unique touch of the comb filter

that its sound decays in a natural way, as if it was an acoustic
instrument that you are hearing.
Please note that the Resonator matrix has no effect on the Comb
Filter section’s sound at all.

21.

listen to the effect of different noise types
While checking out the resonances we can create with
the comb filter, it is also exciting (pun intended) to listen
to how different noise types will affect the outcome.
Click on the dropdown menu in the Noise Gain module
and switch through the different noise types.
Please note that different types of noise will also change
the character of the matrix oscillators. Shift the
crossfade slider up again and listen to the grainy
character that pink noise will give to a matrix oscillator,
just to name an example.

22.

finish your layer 2 sound and combine it with layer 1
You can now add the fifth and sixth resonator to your sound. Just
raise their volumes in the mixer as mentioned in step 8, Feel free to
experiment with adding other types of comb filter sounds and
crossfading between the matrix oscillators and the comb filters.
Along the process, unmute layer 1 again in order to hear how the
second layer’s sound works together with it.

23.

map expression control of layer 2 to your hardware
If you want, follow the same instructions as in step 16 to find a way to
control the Expression macro of Layer 2 from your hardware
controller. The parameter you need to map in the MIDI mapping table
is called L2_exp_ctrl. It is available in the table’s second line by
default. Once done, play with both Expression macros from your
hardware controller and see how it can morph your sound in
real-time.

24.

polish the sound with reverb and delay
Click on FX in the navigation bar to open the
effects page. The effects are applied to the
summed signal of layer 1 and 2.

25.

add expressive effects
Choose one of the effect
algorithms for the first effect
slot and use the two white
knobs inside the slot to adjust
the parameters to your liking.
Choose another algorithm for
the second slot and do the
same.

26.

setup the fx expressive controls
By default, the two parameters of the first effect slot receive their
modulation signal from the red FX expressive control macro, while
the two parameters of the second effect slot receive modulation
from the green FX expressive control macro. You can switch between
using FX macro 1 or 2 for a parameter by clicking below the exp.
amount knob.
Turn all the exp amount knobs slightly to the right, so that the
parameter is increased when the red and the green macros are
moved.

Find a good minimum and maximum setting by playing and
tweaking the red and green macros at the
same time with your mouse. Using the MIDI
mapping table, you could also assign a
hardware control element to the two FX
macros.

27.

save your entire sound

You have now set up a sound with four dimensions that you can easily
automate from your DAW for an evolving, non-static sound: The
Expression controls on Layer 1 and Layer 2 allow you to manipulate the
synth engine itself and the two FX macros on the FX page can infuse
additional sound changes with the simple turn of two knobs.
When you are happy with your creation, use the ‘SAVE’ option in the title
bar to keep the preset safe for the future.

